ENDE GELÄNDE!
STOP COAL, PROTECT THE CLIMATE!

27 JUNE – 1 JULY: LIMITY JSME MY! // NORTHERN CZECH REPUBLIC
24 – 31 AUGUST: CODE ROOD // GRONINGEN, NL
25 – 29 OCTOBER 2018: ENDE GELÄNDE // IN THE LIGNITE MINING AREA, NEAR COLOGNE

HAMBI PERSISTS
WE WILL RESIST

Donations / Recipient: Ende Gelände
IBAN: DE48 4306 0967 1120 8464 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS
2018: THE CO₂ UNTDOWN IS RUNNING

WE WILL TAKE BACK THE FOREST!

The Hambach Forst is one of the oldest mixed forests of Europe. For decades, RWE (the local energy company) has been clear cutting this 12,000-year-old forest to mine lignite. Only ten percent of the once vast primeval forest have been preserved. Thus, the "Hambi" is a tragic and at the same time proud symbol of the senseless destruction on behalf of dirty energy production. In March, however, we had something to celebrate: For the first time in 40 years the climate justice movement prevented the further deforestation of the forest for a whole clearing season!

Our Goal - End Coal!

In October, RWE wants to cut down trees again, continue to heat up the climate and finally clear the remains of the forest. We will not let that happen – we will be there to save the Hambach Forest! At the end of October we will block RWE’s coal infrastructure with a mass action of civil disobedience.

We will protect the forest with our bodies and show solidarity with the forest dwellers and all people in the Rhineland, who have resisted the destruction of the forest for a long time. We come to stay, because there is no climate justice without an immediate coal exit! An eviction of the forest dwellers will provoke a wave of protests that will rise against this injustice, reintroducing the forest into common property, and sound the bell for the end of capitalism.

ENDE GELÄNDE GOES EUROPE!

Already in summer, it is important to be active for climate justice: we support our friends from the Czech Republic and the Netherlands in their actions of civil disobedience. Climate change does not stop at borders and neither does our solidarity! As a strong climate justice movement, we will face fossil capitalism across Europe together.

Limity jsmey ("We are the limits")

From 27 June to 1 July we will attend the climate camp in the Northern Czech Republic, next to the German border, to block coal infrastructure there.

Code Rood ("Red Alert")

From 24-31 August, the climate camp of "Code Rood" takes place in the gas region near Groningen. On 28 August, we will block important infrastructure together with our Dutch friends to disrupt gas production. All fossil fuels must stay in the ground!!

Stay up to date:
www.limityjsmemy.cz
www.code-rood.org
www.ende-gelaende.org